[Cardiac ion channel disorders--diagnosis and treatment].
Inherited arrhythmogenic disorders are a group of genetically determined diseases characterised by ventricular tachyarrhythmias sometimes leading to sudden death. The molecular bases of these disorders are mutations in genes coding for various cardiac ion channels. The most common cardiac ion channel disease is the long QT syndrome. This syndrome is rare, but probably more common in Norway than previously expected. We have recently started genetic testing for cardiac ion channel disorders at Rikshospitalet University Hospital in Oslo. This review describes the current understanding of the etiology, prognosis and management of cardiac ion channel disorders, based on literature and our own clinical experience. Cardiac ion channel disorders may lead to sudden cardiac death. Prophylactic and life-saving therapies are available for many of these disorders. Therapy and risk stratification depend on the clinical presentation, the ECG pattern, and which gene is mutated. Genetic testing offers the opportunity to exclude individual family members as mutation carriers.